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GUY CHET

Maritime Law as Propaganda:  
The Case of Piracy Suppression  
in the British Atlantic

World histories do not seek to expand the geographic scope of traditional national 
histories simply to provide greater geographic and demographic coverage. Their 

aim is to produce narratives that challenge the framework of the nation-state, national 
history, and national identity. This methodology is particularly apt in the field of imperial 
studies because it directs one’s attention to the tensions and dissonance between centers 
and peripheries, something to which contemporary writers—both in metropoles and over-
seas—were more attuned than modern historians have been. Studies of maritime trade 
shed light on the intricate dynamics between centers and peripheries. This is particularly 
true for the study of maritime crime, which underscores the contrasting circumstances, 
challenges, economic interests, and legal beliefs of metropolitan governments and local 
populations. The following examination of British piracy law suggests that it was a central 
component of a broad public-relations campaign by the imperial government against the 
commercial habits and legal beliefs of maritime communities around the British Atlantic. 
It aimed to transform the public’s supportive attitude toward piracy and secure support 
for the Crown’s piracy-suppression campaign. A list of online resources is provided in an 
appendix.

Piracy Law and State Power

Studies of early-modern piracy in the British Atlantic are shaped by the way historians 
understand state power in the eighteenth century. Piracy specialists have regarded the prev-
alence of piracy as a gauge for the power and legitimacy of the British state. The prevailing 
understanding of the rise and fall of Atlantic piracy takes the 1720s as a line of demarcation 
that signaled the end of the golden age of piracy and the beginning of a golden age of pri-
vateering. To these historians, this shift reflected the growth of British naval command in 
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the Atlantic World, as British officials on land and sea used the Royal Navy, the customs 
service, and the courts to confront, chase, capture, and execute pirates. And by suppressing 
piracy, they delegitimized it, turning public opinion against pirates and their commercial 
and political backers. According to this understanding of piracy’s demise, the Royal Navy 
functioned as an effective police force, which in the course of a single generation (from 
the late 1690s to the 1720s), transformed the Atlantic from a wild, violent frontier into an 
orderly locus of maritime commerce and state-regulated privateering.
 The chronology of this development is important, for it indicates a rapid and forceful 
suppression at sea and in port, which brought local courts and officeholders into compli-
ance with Parliament and changed the commercial habits and legal beliefs of merchants, 
middlemen, and consumers throughout the British Atlantic. Effective policing converted 
coastal towns from enablers and supporters of piracy to enemies of it; from communities 
that ignored imperial law, to communities that internalized and adhered to it.1

 This historical narrative builds on traditional national histories that chart the gradual 
consolidation of power in central governments as peripheral regions and populations ori-
ented themselves toward the metropole and integrated into a national community. These 
studies of piracy expand the geographic scope of investigation to cover the Atlantic Ocean, 
presenting a tale of successful state building on a grand geographic scale. They argue that 
the imperial government extended naval policing from British coastal waters to American 
waters and instilled metropolitan sensibilities in peripheral communities, thus integrating 
them into a strong imperial state governed from the center. These studies thus envision a 
powerful imperial state capable of policing remote coastlines and shaping the commercial 
behavior and legal beliefs of local populations in distant ports. By contrast, more recent 
studies on piracy, naval power, and state power suggest that frontier conditions in the 
Atlantic were persistent, and that this civilizing conquest of the ocean and distant port 
towns was more aspirational than real.2 This body of scholarship indicates that piracy was 
not suppressed in the eighteenth century, and that when it disappeared in the 1830s and 
’40s, it did so peacefully, rather than under pressure from naval policing. (Economic forces 
made it less profitable, especially following the outbreak of a stable peace in 1815).3 More-
over, the public remained happily complicit in piratical activity in the eighteenth century, 
just as it had been during piracy’s “golden age” in the seventeenth. Despite increasingly 
harsh anti-piracy legislation, the Atlantic in the eighteenth and early-nineteenth centuries 
remained a wild frontier, in which commerce raiding was the norm, not the exception.
 What these studies point to is a vast and growing distance between statutory law and 
commercial practice at sea. This distance between imperial law and commercial practice 
reflected the physical distance between the seat of government and the myriad locations 
of commercial activity. Governments’ efforts to bridge this ethical gap, therefore, involved 
attempts to bridge the geographic gap as well, by intensifying central governance and 
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diluting local governance in distant jurisdictions and at sea. This observation suggests 
that one should understand statutory law on piracy as a form of propaganda regarding 
the reach of state authority. The law should be understood as a proclamation of national 
governments’ policy aspirations and their presumptions to jurisdiction and influence in 
peripheral communities. Such propaganda remained unconvincing under governments 
that demonstrated to constituents daily that they did not have the capacity to enforce the 
law.

The Gap between Law and Practice

Statutory law and royal proclamations and regulations from the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries—that is, during the golden age of piracy and the age of privateering that 
allegedly displaced it—clearly delineated the criminality of piracy. Yet imperial officials 
routinely complained about recalcitrant local communities that continued to support pirat-
ical enterprises, not only by trading in pirated goods and outfitting pirate vessels, but also 
by shielding accused pirates from prosecution. Distress over the flourishing pirate trade 
reflected broader imperial frustration with the government’s inability to enforce its com-
mercial laws regarding trade with the enemy in wartime, smuggling, contraband trade, 
and wrecking.4

 Numerous ports, such as Newport, New York, Philadelphia, Charles Town, Nassau 
(New Providence), and Kingston (Jamaica), were known as hospitable harbors for pirates, 
with lucrative markets for pirated goods. Colonial governors and other local officials offered 
pirates (and other illegal traders) capital, intelligence, contacts, and legal aid, as well as 
privateering commissions and royal pardons.5 Indeed, the Board of Trade complained that 
even colonial judges and prosecutors were complicit in this effort by bringing piracy cases 
to trial before evidence was secured, or by using other procedural maneuvers designed to 
ensure acquittal.6 It is evident that these provincial officials were not corrupted into toler-
ating and participating in piracy; they simply shared the commercial interests and legal 
beliefs of their constituents and neighbors. Maritime raiders, or pirates, were not part of a 
fringe or underground criminal subculture; they were seen as legitimate traders who con-
ducted their business openly and enjoyed material, civic, and political rewards for their 
service to their local economies, communities, and governments.7

 Pirates were an integral component of coastal communities and even rose to positions 
of prominence.8 It was common for merchants and wealthy public officials to invest in pirat-
ical or privateering expeditions.9 These economic ties were cemented with social relations, 
as merchants and local officials entertained pirates, who reciprocated with gifts or special 
discounts for these men and their families. A contemporary account of New York politics 
from 1695, for example, reports on the exchange of expensive gifts between pirates and the 
colonial governor as part of efforts to encourage pirates to bring their cargoes to New York. 
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Similarly, Governor William Phips of Massachusetts received £1,500 from pirates in 1694 
as part of a similar arrangement.10 Governor William Markham of Pennsylvania married 
his daughter to a known pirate, who later won a seat in the Pennsylvania Assembly.11 The 
result of such exchanges was a reciprocal and mutually beneficial relationship between 
individuals who performed different roles in local economies and administrations, but who 
often came from the same social and economic circles. The merchant community, which 
was involved in piracy both directly and indirectly, was also well represented in colonial 
assemblies and councils.
 Because coastal communities saw maritime raiders as conventional merchants, they 
resented and resisted efforts by imperial agents to harass and prosecute merchants, sea cap-
tains, and crews for engaging in commerce. This explains why, when New York’s Governor 
Bellomont (1698–1701) hounded pirates and their backers, he triggered angry responses and 
intense political pressure from colonial subjects and their commercial associates in London. 
Local authorities obstructed his endeavors and tried to have him recalled, claiming that the 
governor was secretly working in the service of the Dutch to drive trade away from New 
York.12 This strident opposition no doubt explains the decision of Bellomont’s successors 

Image 1: L Jean Leon Gerome Ferris’s “Captain Kidd in New York Harbor,” first published in 1932, 
is a romanticized view of a notorious privateer turned pirate welcoming two women aboard 
his ship at New York Harbor in the eighteenth century. Source: In the Public Domain at https://
kn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B2%9A%E0%B2%BF%E0%B2%A4%E0%B3%8D%E0%B2%B0:Ca
ptain_Kidd_in_New_York_Harbor_cph.3f06373.jpg.

https://kn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B2%9A%E0%B2%BF%E0%B2%A4%E0%B3%8D%E0%B2%B0:Captain_Kidd_in_New_York_Harbor_cph.3f06373.jpg
https://kn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B2%9A%E0%B2%BF%E0%B2%A4%E0%B3%8D%E0%B2%B0:Captain_Kidd_in_New_York_Harbor_cph.3f06373.jpg
https://kn.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E0%B2%9A%E0%B2%BF%E0%B2%A4%E0%B3%8D%E0%B2%B0:Captain_Kidd_in_New_York_Harbor_cph.3f06373.jpg
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to discontinue his policies. In 1704, New York’s provincial council invited a pirate captain 
from Rhode Island to bring his prizes to New York by assuring him that the colony’s Vice 
Admiralty judge did not obstruct such trade.13

 The general public opposed the central government’s anti-piracy campaign on eco-
nomic grounds, but also on legal grounds. British and Anglo-American coastal communi-
ties believed that the sea was not governed; it was beyond the control of governments and 
courts of law. Even among jurists, there was a lack of clarity as to whether governments 
and courts had jurisdiction at sea. As late as the early-nineteenth century, the United States 
Supreme Court, under the leadership of John Marshall (who was not shy about claiming 
broad jurisdiction for the federal government) rejected American claims to jurisdiction at 
sea. Marshall’s court held that activities outlawed by statute were, in fact, protected—or 
at least beyond the range of prosecution—on the high seas.14

 The mechanism by which British imperial authorities aimed to communicate to con-
stituents the criminality of unauthorized commerce raiding was harsh and effective enforce-
ment of anti-piracy regulations. But the central government’s efforts proved unequal to 
the task. Despite ratcheting up the law-enforcement and public-relations campaign against 
pirates and their accomplices, and despite the increased severity of penalties imposed on 
those convicted, the government curtailed neither maritime raiding nor the volume of 
pirated goods making their way to port towns. Indeed, the scope of piracy increased, a fact 
reflected in marine insurance rates in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, as well as 
in data from British, Spanish, and American criminal courts, official reports of the British 
Admiralty and United States Navy, and Parliamentary and Congressional legislation.15

 The campaign to suppress and delegitimize unauthorized raiding at sea was unsuc-
cessful, but it offered agents of state authority an opportunity to articulate—through leg-
islation—an ideology of law and of state. Anti-piracy laws and proclamations reflected 
the imperial government’s vision of its powers and jurisdictions. Yet this vision, and the 
policies it informed, were actively and successfully resisted by British subjects, who clung 
to more archaic views of society, state, and the law. This resistance was a product of eco-
nomic self-interest, but also of genuinely held legal and constitutional beliefs. The back-
ward-looking, traditional, localist worldview of wide swaths of British society (on both 
sides of the ocean) prompted and fueled active opposition to the policing and regulation 
of maritime trade.
 This is evidenced by the fact that this resistance was not merely impulsive or lawless; 
it was articulated in legalistic and constitutional terms. Local communities not only differed 
with Parliament and the Crown about the criminality of a host of commercial activities, but 
also rejected the national government’s claim to jurisdiction at sea and within the localities. 
This divergence between local communities and accepted custom, on the one hand, and the 
national government and the civil law, on the other, was particularly evident with regard 
to the sister industries of piracy and smuggling.
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 The massive scope of illegal trade in the British Empire reveals an early-modern com-
mercial mentality—a conviction that these outlawed trades were conventional and legit-
imate. But it also reveals an early-modern political mentality. The investors and mariners 
involved in piracy (like those involved in other outlawed maritime trades) saw themselves 
as law-abiding and patriotic subjects or citizens. Rather than elevating private interest above 
the public good, they were regarded as providing local communities with cheap goods and 
lucrative markets (as Bellomont’s harsh experience in New York illustrates). Indeed, the de 
facto policy of “salutary neglect” in British America—characterized by, among other things, 
lax regulation of maritime trade laws—was beneficial to colonial economies. Piratical trade 
doubtless cut into the king’s revenues (since all pirated goods were smuggled to port), but 
it brought cheap commodities and imports into local communities and expanded the scope 
of commercial activity in individual colonies and in the empire as a whole.
 Unauthorized commerce raiding, therefore, was the product not of a deficit of loyal-
ism and patriotism but of a conventionally localist view of the economy and of the state. 
Indeed, accusations of disloyalty prompted illegal traders, their associates, and local offi-
cials to engage in a public debate with royal and Parliamentary authorities, explaining that 
adhering to local custom was not illegal or unpatriotic. This long-running debate—con-
ducted through violent confrontations at sea and port, and through litigation, lobbying, 
and the press—was a constitutional one, centering on whether the new statute or the old 
custom held the legitimacy of law.16

 In the face of a stream of statutes and regulations that became increasingly assertive 
and punitive, and despite increased enforcement efforts by the Royal Navy, customs ser-
vice, the preventive service, coastal blockade, and coast guard, law-enforcement efforts 

Image 2: “Captain [Henry] Avery receiving 
three chests of treasure on board of his 
ship” after robbing a ship belonging to the 
Emperor Aurangzeb off India on September 
6, 1695. Although the subject of a global 
manhunt, Avery subsequently vanished. 
From Charles Ellms, The Pirates Own Book: 
Authentic Narratives of the Most Celebrated 
Sea Robbers, published in 1837. In the 
Public domain under provisions for use 
provided at https://www.gutenberg.org/
files/12216/12216-h/12216-h.htm.

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/12216/12216-h/12216-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/12216/12216-h/12216-h.htm
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remained inadequate to the task. Maritime raiding, and the black market it supported, 
remained a key component of Britain’s imperial economy throughout the eighteenth and 
early-nineteenth centuries, providing cheap goods for consumers and good jobs for many 
inhabitants in coastal communities—sailors, dock workers, transporters, hawkers, retailers, 
and others.17

 Central governments remained powerless to legislatively alter local practices of mari-
time trade as late as the mid-nineteenth century. Nineteenth-century administrators charged 
with the task of enforcing metropolitan policies in American waters echoed the frustrated 
complaints of their seventeenth- and eighteenth-century predecessors, castigating locals 
for colluding en masse with criminals against the government.18

The Geographic Gap

When examining the vast gap between law and commercial practice at sea, one must keep 
in mind that, even on land, the central government faced serious difficulties in impos-
ing its will and authority, enforcing the law, providing security on roads and city streets, 
collecting taxes, and, above all, convincing its subjects of the legitimacy of such efforts at 
centralized governance. This was doubly true at sea and at the water’s edge, where the 
government’s reach exceeded its grasp, and where its jurisdiction was highly contested, 
and mostly ignored.
 Coastal villages and port towns were the point of contact between maritime commerce 
and the more ordered commerce of landed communities. And they exhibited the friction 
between the unregulated, violent nature of seaborne trade, and the law enforcement and 
taxation initiatives of landed governments. The increasingly severe rhetorical, legislative, 
and judicial measures against illegal trade were not effective in deterring pirates and their 
confederates from their trades, but these endeavors reflected the growing frustration of 
government agencies with the open lawlessness in the country. They also reflected the 
increasingly desperate financial needs of the treasury.
 But if the government’s law-and-order campaign was an effort to communicate to 
the public new standards of criminality (by punishing wrong-doers), the limited number 
of law-enforcement agents in distant ports undermined both undertakings. Woefully out-
numbered by active supporters, allies, and partners of pirates, law-enforcement agents in 
Britain—and even more so in the colonies—were too few and marginalized to do their job 
effectively.
 The post of customs officer was a thankless job, involving an unattractive combination 
of low wages, social isolation, and high risk of violence and prosecution. While customs 
authorities and prosecutors did have intermittent success in capturing pirated cargoes 
and bringing accused pirates to court, they were surrounded by hostile populations and 
local officials who discouraged imperial agents and magistrates from dutifully enforcing 
imperial trade laws.19
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 This was especially true in ports other than London, especially in the north and west 
of England. Scottish and Irish ports, even more than English ones, were known for hostility 
toward the customs service. Ireland, in particular, operated as a de facto free-trade zone.20 
Indeed, the stark violence toward customs agents that was evident in England was not as 
prevalent in Ireland and North America, because customs enforcement there was much 
weaker than along England’s southern coast. (And it is notable that when enforcement 
efforts picked up in the American colonies in the 1760s, so did violence against customs 
officers.21)
 Because distance strained available manpower and hampered efforts to curb and 
delegitimize piracy, the British government took various measures to enhance the presence 
of governmental enforcers at sea and in distant ports. For example, because local juries 
and magistrates habitually sheltered maritime and coastal raiders from arrest and prosecu-
tion, Parliament transferred piracy cases in 1700 from civilian courts to newly established 
Vice-Admiralty Courts (military tribunals).22 In response to continued depredations, gover-
nors were instructed to commission British warships within their jurisdictions to confront 
pirates at their host ports. During the Seven Years’ War, Britain established coastal patrols 
by the preventive services to enhance enforcement, and also expanded the size and man-
date of the customs service.23

 The solution to the problem of distance, therefore, was transporting or attracting 
more manpower to police the various localities of imperial trade. To the same end, impe-
rial administrators also attempted to change bureaucratic structures to dilute what they 
considered the corrupting influence of local communities and institutions on enforcement 
agents of the royal government. The Revenue Act of 1762 and Sugar Act of 1764 established 
tighter Parliamentary supervision over customs agents, stipulated harsher penalties for 
collusion with suspected offenders, and prohibited the appointment of officers in ports 
near their places of birth or recent places of residence. Simultaneously, Parliament also 
provided measures to shield agents (and naval officers) from political pressure and judi-
cial retaliation. For example, Parliament authorized changing the venue of trials against 
customs agents from the local court to a British court.24

Law as Propaganda—The Credibility Gap

While these efforts did result in more productive collection of the customs during and 
after the Seven Years’ War, the evidence indicates that the black market in pirated and 
smuggled goods continued to expand. Moreover, the public proved highly resistant to 
the government’s effort to delegitimize unauthorized commerce raiding. Maritime raid-
ing was regarded as both conventional and economically helpful to local economies (and 
also to the imperial economy). By contrast, the notion that landed governments had the 
jurisdiction and authority to disallow certain commercial practices at sea was regarded as 
unconventional and novel, as well as economically injurious.
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 Although the campaign against piracy failed to convince locals to shun pirates and 
pirated goods, it reveals a recognition on the part of imperial officials that a campaign 
against illegal trade required a public-relations campaign against the commercial, legal, 
and moral beliefs of consumers, merchants, and officeholders.25 Simply outlawing certain 
trades by statute was not achieving the desired result. The fact that such acts and regu-
lations were re-issued regularly and with escalating rhetorical ferocity indicates govern-
mental frustration over continued practices; it should not be construed as inaugurating or 
reflecting new commercial ethics at sea or port.26

 This observation is a methodological critique directed at piracy specialists by legal 
and cultural historians. They point out that modern observers, including historians, have 
a natural tendency to project onto the eighteenth century the jurisprudence, sensibilities, 
and logic of the modern nation-state; to accept as ancient and self-evident what was, in 
fact, novel and quite contentious.27 Modern accounts of piracy tend to give credence to ear-
ly-modern statutes, royal proclamations, and Parliamentary rhetoric as credible indications 
of reality on board ships, in port towns, and in local government bureaucracies. But if a 
similar approach were adopted to study contemporary society, one might conclude that the 
government has curbed a host of social ills that, in actuality, it has been impotent to dele-
gitimize, let alone control. Drug abuse and underage drinking are two obvious examples.
 It is evident that statutes and official records can give a false impression of actual com-
mercial practices and conventions in a society. As important, they do not reveal that they 
represent only one side of an ideological contest, nor do they reveal the degree to which 
Parliamentary or royal ideology of state was challenged or merely ignored locally. This 
suggests that modern scholars should see here two opposing legal belief systems: English 
custom accommodated the practice of violent seizure and tax evasion, while English law 
(statutory law, that is) increasingly sought to regulate and, eventually, eradicate these. 
When scholars discuss piracy using the language of crime, they validate eighteenth-century 
state rhetoric and ideology, even though all contemporary accounts—official and unoffi-
cial—report that British communities did not consider unauthorized maritime raiding to 
be criminal, illegitimate, or disreputable.28

 It is the equivalent of using the language of crime to describe violations of enclosure 
acts in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. There was a legal, ethical, and constitutional 
debate going on at the time regarding the status of common lands; to refer to the ancient 
legal use of these lands as crimes—poaching and trespassing—is to accept as established 
law what was at the time a legal novelty that was hotly debated. If modern readers were 
exposed only to statutory law regarding enclosures, they would have a skewed and anach-
ronistically modern view of how life was lived locally.
 Privateering is a good example of how misleading the civil law can be in this respect. 
New governmental regulations in the early-eighteenth century indicate, to some scholars, 
that privateering had become a well-regulated business, “from the initial license to the 
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final decree in prize court.”29 Indeed, European privateering commissions articulated the 
precise boundaries of legitimate commerce raiding, revealing metropolitan governments’ 
view of the legal and ethical line separating pirate from privateer.30 These commissions 
offer lengthy and detailed legal procedures for capturing prizes, bringing them to port, and 
claiming title to them in court. Other acts, regulations, and royal proclamations provide 
exhaustive elucidation of the terms and restrictions binding privateers.31 These were supple-
mented by copious explanations of prize procedures, outlining procedures for processing 
prize claims, addressing the protests of aggrieved shipmasters or proprietors, assessing 
competing claims, and so forth.32 Privateer owners borrowed this legal boilerplate in their 
instructions to ship captains,33 and admiralty courts applied such laws, regulations, and 
proclamations to actual cases brought before them.34

 Modern histories can thus point to these early-modern sources as a robust body of legal 
and bureaucratic evidence of a highly regulated privateering industry in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries. While historians acknowledge, in passing, that such regulations 
were not effective at actually regulating the trade, they nevertheless present the dividing 
line between pirate and privateer as real.35 In treating statutes, royal proclamations, and 
Parliamentary rhetoric as reliable reflections of actual commercial practices at sea, they give 
credence to Parliamentary and royal presumptions of authority, jurisdiction, and effective-
ness on the peripheries of the British state; even though virtually all modern scholars and 
early-modern observers acknowledge that it was impossible to keep privateers within the 

Image 3: The East 
Indiaman Kent 
(left) battling the 
privateer Confiance, 
commanded by 
French corsair 
Robert Surcouf 
in October 1800, 
as depicted by 
Ambroise Louis 
Garneray in a 
painting from about 
1850. Source: In the 
Public Domain at 
https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Confiance_
Kent_fight.jpg.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Confiance_Kent_fight.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Confiance_Kent_fight.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Confiance_Kent_fight.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Confiance_Kent_fight.jpg
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bounds of their commissions and prevent them from broadening their operations into open 
piracy.36

 Moreover, privateering commissions attracted more individuals to commerce raid-
ing and made Atlantic shipping more risky and violent. These licensed commerce raiders, 
many of whom were known pirates, utilized the same types of vessels and tactics as pirates, 
and often targeted the same prizes. By issuing privateering commissions, kings converted 
throngs of pirates in the Atlantic into law-abiding privateers. Only by accepting the language 
of the law—that these privateers were indeed agents of the state and essentially distinct 
from pirates—as a credible description of reality can a modern observer claim that piracy 
disappeared in the early eighteenth century.37

 By contrast, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century people, as products of a pre-modern 
state, intuitively accepted as a practical and ethical reality the murkiness and irrelevance 
of these legal categories—pirate and privateer—that were created by Parliament. Whereas 
state authorization for commerce raiding matters a great deal to modern piracy scholars, it 
was a relatively hollow concept in societies that did not recognize the state’s jurisdiction, 
legal authority, or moral legitimacy to allow or disallow commerce raiding.
 A 1795 scholarly study by Georg Friedrich de Martens on the laws governing priva-
teering offers an illustrative example of this eighteenth-century mentality. De Martens points 
out that laws regulating privateering were “ill-observed” and that privateers exceeded 
their legal bounds as a matter of course. He reminds his students that these laws “console 
people for the evils which [strength occasions]; they give an idea of justice in the same 
manner as portraits give [an idea] of persons, whom we cannot behold.”38 This observation 
is a salient reminder to modern readers that, even in the late eighteenth century, prize law 
functioned as a facade, conjuring for historians a semblance of order that contemporary 
merchants, vendors, laborers, and mariners did not perceive. So, while the line dividing 
pirate from privateer was legally valid according to the civil law, it was culturally untrue 
and—according to common law—also legally dubious.
 This suggests that one should regard statutory law on these matters not as law—like 
the law that requires drivers to stop at a red light—but as a form of propaganda of state 
building. It failed in the eighteenth century to wash away constituents’ attachment to local 
custom, common law, and local governance, but it was successful eventually. And this 
body of laws, regulations, and commissions in the archives creates an illusion of order 
that is real and sensible to historians of piracy, but which was neither real nor sensible to 
contemporaries.
 As Douglas Hay’s work on law and authority demonstrates, the strict and clear lan-
guage of the criminal law cannot be taken as evidence of its application in practice, nor of 
popular acquiescence to it, nor of public acceptance of the central government’s presump-
tion to dictate standards of criminality.39 Scholars like J. E. Cookson, Jack Greene, James 
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Henretta, Christopher Hill, and Joanna Innes reflect a similar understanding, pointing out 
that the law—as enacted by Parliament and understood by the Crown—differed from the 
legal beliefs, as well as the informed legal opinion, of wide segments of British society.40 
Statutory law was a tool for implementing and for explaining the emerging doctrines of 
Parliamentary supremacy and imperial Parliamentary jurisdiction, which were forming 
in governmental circles in London in the mid-eighteenth century.41 This is why the Crown 
went to the trouble of publishing and disseminating proceedings of piracy trials. But by the 
same token, the ease with which merchants, mariners, and their collaborators got around 
the law, upheld and explained a more archaic understanding of law, of state, and of the 
proper boundary between central and local authority.
 On state jurisdiction at sea—for example, with regard to piracy—the English state 
had claimed sovereignty in the “British Seas” since the late-fourteenth century.42 Successive 
generations of Englishmen, therefore, were born, lived, and died with the recognition that 
despite the Crown’s rhetoric, the sea was free from governmental control and jurisdiction. 
Legislation that condemned maritime raiding and upheld state jurisdiction at sea was very 
old, but so was the widespread practical experience of the state’s de facto impotence at 
sea.43 Commerce, as practiced, sent British constituents a signal stronger than any statute 
as to what business practices were legal, customary, and acceptable. In a political culture 
that did not codify state authority and jurisdiction, common practice and common law 
were the primary guides as to what was constitutional.44

Conclusion

The accepted storyline on the rise, decline, and fall of Atlantic piracy is a tale of civilization 
taming a wild frontier. This narrative of creeping civilization imposed by state agents—mar-
shals, armed forces, courts, and gallows—was meaningful and purposeful to Britons and 
Americans in the late-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Energized national governments 
used frontiers on land and sea to articulate and uphold the difference between legitimate 
authority and force and illegitimate violence. This framing of frontiers cast nation-states as 
agents of civilization, and challengers to state authority as illegitimate agents of violence 
and disorder. It was during this period that the Great Powers discontinued privateering, 
drawing a sharp moral distinction between the force employed by government vessels and 
the violence applied by private vessels and the rogue regimes that commissioned them.
 This historical narrative of national governments monopolizing violence on the periph-
ery reflects the ideology of state that produced concepts such as absolutism, parliamentary 
supremacy, imperial Parliamentary jurisdiction, and nationalism. But this assessment of 
borderlands has been challenged since the 1990s by a recognition that frontier conditions 
were persistent and sustainable, and that national authorities often acquiesced to local cus-
toms, political arrangements, and power brokers. This borderlands scholarship suggests 
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that although the state’s monopoly on violence was articulated in law, it was not accepted 
as legitimate or as a practical reality in peripheral communities, even as they accepted state 
sovereignty in other matters.45

 Although this assessment of frontiers has gained ground in scholarship on fields as 
varied as the Roman Empire, medieval Europe, and the American and Canadian west, it 
remains quite controversial in maritime and naval history. Perhaps the idea that a navy 
can police and command an ocean seems plausible because a wealth of archival sources 
articulate governmental jurisdiction and control over commercial activity at sea. These data 
condition modern observers to conceptualize the ocean as a zone of laws and jurisdictions. 
Moreover, the vastness of the ocean is probably beyond the spatial imagination of those 
(including most scholars and students) who have never been to sea. It is difficult to grasp 
how much privacy such expanses of water offer mariners not only in the eighteenth cen-
tury, but also today.46

 Indeed, what likely explains modern credulity regarding governmental authority and 
enforcement at sea in the eighteenth century is that modern conceptions of oceans were 
formed in the age of steam, when industrial economies made their citizens less familiar 
with life at sea, when steam technology really did make navies more effective against inter-
lopers, and when the idea of state jurisdiction at sea went from being legally dubious to a 
confused but nominally established doctrine of international law.47

 Fundamentally, the legitimacy that the state and statutory law enjoy in the hearts and 
minds of modern constituents is borne by firsthand experience that the state actually does 
have the practical ability to monopolize violence, to disarm non-state actors, to outlaw and 
delegitimize certain activities, and to enforce unpopular statutes from border to border, 
and even at sea. Governments did not enjoy this kind of credibility and legitimacy in the 
eighteenth century because they repeatedly demonstrated to constituents—through their 
failure to curb piracy and illegal trade, for example—that they did not have the capacity 
to exert real power locally. So the law, as a form of propaganda, remained unconvincing 
then.48

 In observing that “power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely,” 
Lord Acton suggested that wielding power over others encourages moral weakness in a 
ruler. But his central critique in this regard was that powerful rulers tend to corrupt those 
who observe and study them, namely historians. It is a useful warning to keep in mind 
when one studies state authority and legitimacy. Modern people—historians included—
have been living within the modern nation state for roughly 150 years. We were born into 
it, we live in it, we educate our children and students in it; our children and students do 
the same, and on it goes. We observe tremendous administrative power wielded by our 
government bureaucracies in virtually every facet of our lives, and literally every single day 
of our lives. It is therefore natural for us to see the instruments, assumptions, and language 
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of state power as credible. Thus, when we encounter such assumptions and language in 
eighteenth-century statutes and regulations, our own experience of observing state power 
in our daily lives makes us credulous; and it obscures from us the credibility gap that con-
temporaries experienced between law and custom.
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